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CRIMINAL JUSTICE RULE-MAKING

Stephen A. Higginson*

The Supreme Court interprets the Constitution, statutes, and criminal
procedural rules to set forth rules to which the government must adhere
when it administers criminal justice. Assisting the Court in that process are
litigants, pushing their proposed interpretations in written and oral
submissions. Only during oral arguments, however, is the public able to
hear how the Justices test interpretative possibilities before fixing one
interpreted past to be the future.

Not surprisingly, this testing is done with reference to time-honored
methods including, but not limited to, historical commitments, precedential
commitments, textual commitments, and structural commitments.' These
inquiries are largely backward-looking and legal in character, and thus,
particularly suited to un-aided judicial discernment.

However, one line of testing is distinct: the Court's commitment to the
future. Often termed "functionalism," the Court's commitment to the future
is shorthand for questioning how proposed rules actually might work if the
Court were to announce them. In contrast to the other accepted methods of
interpretation, functionalist reasoning often has a muted voice in decisional
outcomes because of its kinship with policy judgment and because of the
Court's preference not to announce rules based on expediency, or a judicial
weighing of costs and benefits.
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1. See generally PHILIP BOBBITT, CONSTITUTIONAL FATE: THEORY OF THE CONSTITUTION

(Oxford Univ. Press 1982).

2. In constitutional decision-making generally, the Court disclaims arguments of

governmental efficiency. See, e.g., Clinton v. New York, 524 U.S. 417, 447 (1998) (stating "We

express no opinion about the wisdom of. . . the Line Item Veto Act."); New York v. United

States, 505 U.S. 144, 157 (1992) (holding a state-federal solution to, and benefit from, radioactive
waste disposal to be unconstitutional: "Our task ... consists not of devising our preferred system
of government, but of understanding and applying the framework set forth in the Constitution.");
lmmigr. & Naturalization Serv. v. Chadha, 462 U.S. 919, 944 (1983) (stating that "[tihe fact that

a given law or procedure is efficient, convenient, and useful in facilitating functions of

government, standing alone, will not save it if it is contrary to the Constitution."); Youngstown
Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 582 (1952) (highlighting that, despite Presidential

seizure of steel mills proclaimed "necessary to avert a national catastrophe," policy advantages
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With oral argument before the Court becoming more accessible,
however, the connection between how rules are formed-with Justices
demanding answers about practical consequences during oral argument-
and how they are announced in written opinions is increasingly apparent,3

nowhere more so than in the world of criminal justice.

This Article explores the dynamic tension between Justices and
litigants, focusing exclusively on criminal justice rule-making. Litigants in
the area of criminal justice will learn best how to prevail if they focus not
only on the commitments the Court announces as having compelled its
outcomes, but also on pragmatic concerns the Court elicited during oral
argument as emphatic and clarifying.4 In a first sense, this conclusion is the
modest point that what attorneys say matters.5 As a second point, particular
to this Article, this conclusion validates what the Court acknowledges in the
area of criminal justice rule-making, by contrast to other areas of• . 6

constitutional interpretation -namely, that the Court is practical when it
comes to criminal justice.7  And as a third point, this conclusion and
analysis shows that the Court's announcement of criminal justice rules
connects back not only to consequentialist exchanges with attorney rule-

cannot dictate constitutional outcomes).
3. Cf Stephen Higginson, Thurgood Marshall: Cases in Controversy, 15 GEO. MASON L.

REV. 741 (2008) (demonstrating how, in advocacy, both as an advocate and also as a Justice,
Thurgood Marshall's unique reductionist talent prefigured Supreme Court decisions).

4. The phrase "emphatic and clarifying" is taken from the Supreme Court's oral argument
rule, SUP. CT. R. 28(1), and is meant here to encompass not only the range of values Justices
themselves assign to oral argument, cf Frederick Liu, Citing the Transcript of Oral Argument:
Which Justices Do It and Why, 118 YALE L.J. POCKET PART 32, 36, & nn.19-22 (2008)
(comparing Ruth Bader Ginsburg, John Roberts, and Robert Bork's views on oral argument as
closing efforts to protect previously written arguments and decisions), but also, specifically, the
explanatory value that public dialogue between lawyers and Justices offers about whether and how
differing rules of law would apply.

5. See generally Stephen Higginson, Constitutional Advocacy Explains Constitutional
Outcomes, 60 FLA. L. REV. 857 (2008) (offering an analysis of advocacy techniques formative of
constitutional law generally). Cf Adam Liptak, When the Justices Ask Questions, Be Prepared to
Lose the Case, N.Y. TIMES, May 26, 2009, at A10, available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/05/26/us/26bar.html (discussing studies that show that the party
that gets the most questions during oral argument is likely to lose).

6. See supra note 2 and accompanying text.
7. See, e.g., Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 24 (1968) (stating that "we cannot blind ourselves to

the need for law enforcement officers to protect themselves and other prospective victims of
violence in situations where they may lack probable cause for an arrest"); Miranda v. Arizona, 384
U.S. 436, 467 (1966) (stating that "[ulnless we are shown other procedures which are at least as
effective in apprising accused persons of their right of silence ... the following safeguards must
be observed."); Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 657 (1961) (stating that "[o]ur holding that the
exclusionary rule is an essential part of both the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments . . . also
makes very good [deterrent] sense. There is no war between the Constitution and common
sense.").
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proponents, but especially to exchanges that highlighted the unworkability
of any other proposed criminal justice future. Consider the following
fundamental criminal justice questions the Court has answered in decisions
that gain explanatory force when tied back to consequentialist exchanges
between lawyers and Justices, and especially when tied back specifically to
imperatives about the unworkability of alternative rules.

I. HOW CLOSE CAN INVESTIGATORS LOOK WITHOUT
COURT PERMISSION?

This was the question answered by the Court in Kyllo v. United
8States. The Court centered its decision on the privacy of the home, holding

textually that a Fourth Amendment "search" occurs when police use
thermal imagers to scan homes for heat emissions, and applied, doctrinally,
the probable cause requirement of Katz v. United States9 to detection of heat
in a home.10 The Court's rule was announced to be this:

We think that obtaining by sense-enhancing technology
any information regarding the interior of the home that
could not otherwise have been obtained without physical
'intrusion'. . . constitutes a search-at least where (as here)
the technology in question is not in general public use.

Entering the Court during oral argument on February 20, 2001, one
hears concessions by both litigants which explain this oddly qualified Kyllo
rule-a warrant is necessary for use of "sense-enhancing technology" only
when technology is "not in general public use.' Attorney Kenneth
Lerner, for petitioner Danny Lee Kyllo, begins by asking the Court to read
the Fourth Amendment to constrain government searches more
significantly, as follows:

I think anytime that the Government is seeking to capture
information from a private place like the home, and they
cannot do it with their own unaided human senses, then
they may not use technology to do the same thing.' 3

However, having propounded this Fourth Amendment viewpoint,

8. 533 U.S. 27 (2001).
9. 389 U.S. 347 (1967).

10. Kyllo, 533 U.S. at 34.

11. Id.
12. Id.

13. Transcript of Oral Argument at *15-16, Kyllo v. United States, 2001 WL 168056 (No. 99-
8508) (U.S. 2001) [hereinafter Kyllo trans. at *_," corresponding to the appropriate page of this
transcript].
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Lemer is confronted by a barrage of workability questions:

Is it unconstitutional to use binoculars to look inside a
window that's left unclosed without a curtain? 14

[. ..

But eyeglasses are okay?15

[..*1

What about a dog sniff?.16

How about a policeman with 10/10 vision, is that okay? 17

[. ..

[S]upposing ...a long pole with a thermometer on it ...
would that violate the Fourth Amendment? 18

Only with this list of consequences showing how his Fourth
Amendment would be over-inclusive does Lerner adjust and modify his
rule, proposing the functional caveat the Justices already in oral argument
were disagreeing over-that a Fourth Amendment search occurs only if the
technology being used to enhance human senses is "sophisticated" and not
generally in use:

So that [sic] what I'm-I guess our position is that the burden really is
improperly placed on the citizen to anticipate what type of technology
the Government may come up with, and perhaps you're correct that
if it's sufficiently sophisticated rather than something that's very
common and ordinary, then it shouldn't be the burden of the citizen
to... then take safeguarding measures.19

These oral argument exchanges are valuable because they help reveal
why and how the Court adjusts the Fourth Amendment to apply to police
investigations that go beyond "naked-eye surveillance . . ,20 The
constitutional result is heard happening, but haltingly. Lerner starts with a
Fourth Amendment oversell. 2  His offer runs into the multitude of "aids"

14. Kyllo trans., supra note 13, at * 17.
15. Id. at *18.
16. Id. at * 19.
17. Id. at *20.
18. Id. at *21.
19. Id. at *23 (emphasis added).
20. Kyllo v. United States, 533 U.S. 27, 33 (2001).
21. See supra text accompanying note 13.
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already in police use, like flashlights and eyeglasses. 22 Adjusting, Lerner
narrows his rule to one the Court can accept 23 -albeit against a sharp
dissent, and even with a hint of resignation from the majority 2 5-by
tacking on his high-tech (sophisticated and uncommon) codicil. This
dialogue between Kyllo's attorney and the Justices illustrates how the
Fourth Amendment is a worked-out and workable tool, even if later, in
decisional announcement, the Court re-invests it with constitutional
elegance, in this case limiting the "power of technology to shrink the realm
of guaranteed privacy.",

27

II. WHO CAN REFUSE TO PARTICIPATE IN CRIMINAL
INVESTIGATIONS AND PROSECUTIONS?

The right to refuse involvement in criminal matters has been several
times requested from the Court, with varying degrees of failure. Famously,
in July 1974, President Richard Nixon argued to the Court that Article II
presidential prerogative and inherent authority exempted him from a

28
criminal trial subpoena. Two years earlier, in February 1972, news
reporter Paul Branzburg pressed for a similar exemption from a grand jury
subpoena, grounded, he perceived, in First Amendment press freedom.
More recently, in October 1990, Martin Rothstein, a seller of adult books
and magazines, asked the Court for protection based on "coalesce[d]" rights
in the First and Fourth Amendments.3

0

22. See supra text accompanying notes 14-18.
23. See supra text accompanying note 19.

24. Kyllo, 533 U.S. at 41-51 (2001) (Stevens, J., dissenting).

25. Id. at 39 n.6.

26. By contrast, to avoid over-inclusive implications of a non-search rule, the government

concedes the Fourth Amendment question the Court will answer. Compare Kyllo trans., supra
note 13, at *39-40 (conceding to Justice Stevens that if a heat detector could distinguish
"activities" inside a home then judicial approval would be required), and Kyllo trans., supra note

13, at *52-53 (providing the same assurance when answering Justice Ginsburg), with Kyllo, 533
U.S. at 35-36 & nn.2-3 (finding, factually, that detectors do discern activities and have that
purpose).

27. Kyllo, 533 U.S. at 34.

28. Transcript of Oral Argument of United States v. Nixon, in LANDMARK BRIEFS AND

ARGUMENTS OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES: CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 865

(Philip B. Kurland & Gerhard Casper eds., Univ. Publ'ns of Am. 1997) [hereinafter Nixon trans. at
," corresponding to the appropriate page of this transcript].

29. Transcript of Oral Argument of Branzburg v. Hayes, in LANDMARK BRIEFS AND
ARGUMENTS OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES: CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 676

(Philip B. Kurland & Gerhard Casper eds., Univ. Publ'ns of Am. 1997) [hereinafter Branzburg

trans. at _," corresponding to the appropriate page of this transcript].

30. Transcript of Oral Argument at *25, United States v. R. Enters., 1990 WL 601352 (No.

89-1436) (U.S. 1991) [hereinafter R. Enters. trans. at * ," corresponding to the appropriate page
of this transcript].
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The Court each time said no, lauding submission to judicial process in
a system where everyone is "everyman" and no one is above the law;
highlighting, by contrast, the Constitution's two express testimonial
privileges in the Speech and Debate Clause and the Fifth Amendment; and
reiterating, historically, the inestimable value of grand and petite jury power
to compel all testimony in pursuit of due process and criminal justice.

Only if we enter the Court first on February 23, 1972, again on July 8,
1974, and last on October 29, 1990, do we hear the extent to which the
Court's announced alignments with judicial integrity actually were founded
also on the blunt unworkability of each proposed constitutional alternative.
Branzburg's, Nixon's, and Rothstein's lawyers fail audibly-hence,
instructively-because their constitutional realities are revealed to be under-
inclusive as well as antithetical to due process.

First, Attorney Zingman representing Branzburg discerns in the First
Amendment the obligation on prosecutors to demonstrate "a compelling
and overriding need" before compulsory disclosure from "a newsman" will

32be upheld. Hearing that First Amendment formulation, Justice Blackmun
gets to work ("let me interrupt you there"), asking Zingman for the. r- .. ,- ,, "33 ,i

definition of "newsman. Zingman answers that he "would define a
newsman as any person who, on a continuous basis, is engaged in the
process of gathering information and preparing such information for
dissemination to the public." 34

Justice White then probes to confirm that, in practice, this rule would
exempt a reporter from describing in court the very observation that would
have to be described if it were seen, for example, by "a member of the State
Legislature [working on] a revision of the State Criminal Code," or "an
interested parent," or "the head of the . . . Criminal Law Revision
Commission .. . Justice Blackmun pursues the same inquiry, asking
whether Zingman's First Amendment rule would exclude "public-spirited
citizens [who] decided to conduct their own investigation ... and then used
the time-honored method of writing a letter to the editor., 36 Zingman
responds, "Not under the definition which I offered . . . . Justice
Rehnquist confirms this indeed would have given no protection to "all the

31. See Nixon v. United States, 418 U.S. 683, 703-14 (1974); Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 U.S.
665, 686-91 (1972); United States v. R. Enters., 498 U.S. 292, 297-99 (1991).

32. Branzburg trans., supra note 29, at 676.

33. Id.

34. Id.

35. Id. at 678.

36. Id. at 680.

37. Branzburg trans., supra note 29, at 680.
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authors of the Federalist Papers ... college professors, lecturers., 38 Even
Justice Marshall questions, "What about the researcher writing a book on
criminology?,

39

Zingman, facing this sweeping challenge to his proposed
constitutional rule as under-inclusive, offers no saving adjustment. Instead,
he dismisses these issues as "problems of definition ... . 0 Just as
destructively, Zingman's argument propels him to defend the proposition
that each reporter, not courts, has the constitutional privilege about what he
"will publish or not publish," and whether to "withhold, as a matter of news
judgment, some information that he has acquired .... " 41 Two
vulnerabilities come to the fore. First, there is the unspoken inference that
exculpatory information could be withheld; and second, when asked to
clarify why revealing a bomb-maker would override and justify disclosure,
but not testimony about narcotics trafficking, Zingman vaguely answers,,4. • • __ . . ,,4 2m

that "distinctions can be drawn as between crimes.

Three years later, Attorney St. Clair for President Richard Nixon must
answer a similar question: "What public interest is there in preserving
secrecy with respect to a criminal conspiracy?" 43  Taking refuge in
generality, St. Clair responds unhelpfully: "The answer, sir, is that a
criminal conspiracy is criminal only after it's proven to be criminal." 4

St. Clair's defiant push for an absolute rule against a subpoena to the
President who might even be "one of the very few eye witnesses" to a
murder-by juxtaposition to Zingman's concession to the imperative of at
least some crimes--does not waver until his proposition of an impregnableS45.

executive is confronted with a due process priority higher than punishing

guilt.46  When Justice Douglas asks St. Clair to assume that "what the
President has may free [six defendants being tried for criminal charges]
completely," St. Clair, in turn, only can exclaim that this exculpatory
information question was not "briefed" and is not "properly before the
Court.,

47

38. Branzburg trans., supra note 29, at 681-82.

39. Id. at 682.
40. Id. at 685.

41. Id.

42. Id. at 683.
43. Nixon trans., supra note 28, at 896.

44. Id.

45. Id. at 865 ("1 don't think the President is subject to the process of the court unless he so
determines he would give evidence.").

46. Berger v. United States, 295 U.S. 78, 88 (1935).
47. Nixon trans., supra note 28, at 869; see also id. at 883 (Justice Douglas providing: "It may

be that one of these defendants might be completely exonerated from something in one of those
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On October 29, 1990, unworkability similarly undoes Attorney
Fahringer and the constitutional rule he urges during oral argument to
exempt Martin Rothstein from subpoena compliance for documents from

48his adult bookstore business. Asked for his rule, Fahringer replies that if a
subpoena recipient makes "a reasonable showing that there is absolutely no
relevance for the records requested," then the government is obligated to
make a "substantial showing [of relevance and compelling interest] in a
First Amendment case or a reasonable showing in a Fourth Amendment
case." 49 Later, Fahringer refines this to mean a government "showing" that
is more than a "hunch" and supported by "outside evidence. 5 °

Immediately, workability problems emerge. First, the rule itself
triggers a confused Justice's query: "Reasonable showing absolutely-
[?]," Next, there comes the apprehension that a subpoena recipient could
object and thereby earn a pre-indictment "bill of particulars [into] the
Government's case, or a little peep at it[.]" 52 Third, Fahringer is challenged
that "grand jury proceedings [are] secret .. .

These salient concerns frame the Court's conclusion that a motion to
quash a subpoena on relevancy grounds will "be denied unless the district
court determines that there is no reasonable possibility that the category of
materials the Government seeks will produce information relevant to the
general subject of the grand jury investigation. '' 54 What also helps frame
this eventual rule, however, are the non-existent or relaxed reasonableness
standards that the government initially urges during oral argument but then
must tighten under a separate set of challenges by the Justices. At the
outset, Deputy Solicitor General William Bryson contends that a subpoena
recipient "is not entitled to set limits to the investigation that the grand jury" ,55

may conduct. Quickly, however, Bryson states, "[w]e don't say there are
no limits," whereupon he accepts that a subpoena would be unreasonable if
not issued in "good faith. 56 Pressed separately about an "invincibly stupid
[grand jury] . . . not acting in bad faith, ' 57 Bryson's answer is his earlier
adjustment that a subpoena might also be improper if there were a showing

tapes.").
48. R. Enters. trans., supra note 30, at *24.

49. Id. at *27-28.
50. Id. at *36, 41-42.
51. Id. at *27.

52. Id. at *31.
53. Id.; see generally FED. R. CRIM. P. 6(e)(2) (grand jury secrecy).

54. United States v. R. Enters., 498 U.S. 292, 301 (1991).

55. R. Enters. trans., supra note 30, at *6.

56. Id. at *7.
57. Id. at*18.
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of "no conceivable relevance .... ,,58

Being informed not only by the decisional outcome but also by the
arguments framing it, we hear the Court shape the government's "no
conceivable relevance" rule into the decision's "no reasonable possibility"
rule; also, we hear the Court check the government's viewpoint that grand
juries "are the ultimate fishing expeditions"59 to ensure contrariwise that
"[grand juries are not licensed to engage in arbitrary fishing expeditions.

IN0

III. CAN AN ACCUSED REFUSE DEFENSE COUNSEL?

In Faretta v. California,6 1 the Court said yes. This landmark
controversial decision pits text and doctrine 6 2 against context and history,63

intimating that even due process must give way to the constitutional
absolute of choice. 64

What permits the Court to calibrate and announce this balance of
aspirations, however, is hard-wrought rule-shaping around pragmatics. In
its decision, the Court vindicated the Founders' commitment to "the
inestimable worth of free choice,",6' but could do so only after it extracted
during oral argument the workability concessions that govern pro se
representation in America's criminal courts today.6 6 Specifically, self-
representation works only if: (1) courts weed out incompetents at the outset
of trial; (2) the availability of "standby" counsel is offered during trial; and
(3) the pro se defendant is not permitted on appeal to attack trial
deficiencies he brought on himself.67

When one looks for these workability features in the Court's 1975
majority decision, they can be found, but not easily,68 as the dissentS 69

excoriates. But turning to oral argument on November 19, 1974, and

58. R. Enters. trans., supra note 30, at *8.

59. Id. at *13.

60. United States v. R. Enters., 498 U.S. 292, 299 (1991).

61. 422 U.S. 806 (1975).

62. Id. at 807 & n. 1.

63. Id. at 818-32 & nn.15, 39, 42.

64. Compare id. at 832-33 ( "[T]he help of a lawyer is essential to ensure a defendant a fair
trial."), with id. at 833-34 & n.45 ("[T]here can be no doubt that [the Framers of the Bill of Rights]
understood the inestimable worth of free choice").

65. Id. at 834.
66. See DONALD S. VOORHEES, FED. JUD. CTR., MANUAL ON RECURRING PROBLEMS IN

CRIMINAL TRIALS 1-7 (Genevra Kay Loveland ed., 5th ed. 2001).

67. See Id.
68. Faretta v. California, 422 U.S. 806, 834 n.46, 835-36 (1975).
69. Id. at 845-46, 851 (Burger, C.J., dissenting).
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especially argument by Attorney Jerome Falk, Jr., for petitioner Faretta,
functional reassurances dominate and decide the case. Falk propounds his
constitutional rule that the right to present a defense is individual, but three
times decisively retrenches:

Question: Well, with some qualification. With some
qualification.

Falk: It's a right that can be lost by misconduct.70

[. ..

Question: Doesn't the State also have an interest in securing
criminal judgments against later collateral attack based on a
contention as to whether the waiver of counsel was voluntary
or not?

Falk: Yes, Mr. Justice Rehnquist, it does. And the . . .
position that we take here on that point is that . . . the
defendant is bound by what happens at his trial. 71

[...]

Question: [D]o I correctly understand your position to be that
if Mr. Faretta were permitted to represent himself he would
thereby no longer have a claim later for incompetency of
counsel?

Falk: Yes, that is clearly my position.

Question: You concede this?

Falk: I concede it.72

Falk makes these due process inroads as small retrenchments on his
rule. But in the final third of his discourse with the Court, Falk strategically
makes a larger bridging effort to reconcile the competing values of
autonomy and fair trials. He does so after Justice Marshall interjects the
angry retort that "if [a defendant] says yes ["I can handle my own
defense"], that wouldn't mean a thing to me, because he doesn't know a
defense from a hole in the ground. 74

70. Transcript of Oral Argument at 12, Faretta v. California, 422 U.S. 806 (No. 73-5772), in
THE COMPLETE ORAL ARGUMENTS OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES: A

RETROSPECTIVE; 1969 TERM THROUGH 1979 TERM (Univ. Publ'ns of Am.) [hereinafter Faretta
trans. at __," corresponding to the appropriate page of this transcript].

71. Id. at 15-16 (offering also waiver colloquy).

72. Id. at 28.

73. Id. at 20-28.

74. Id. at 20-21.
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In response, Falk inserts the panacea of standby counsel: "I do not
think that the right to counsel and the right to present one's own defense are
necessarily mutually exclusive. 75 Moving tentatively, and acknowledging
his own client's refusal of this hybrid outcome, Falk first tests the Court's
receptivity to this adjustment to his rule: "[My client] didn't care to have a
standby counsel. [But i]f a defendant wanted a standby counsel, I am not
sure that he isn't constitutionally entitled to it.''76 Hastily, Falk adds, "I
recognize the issue isn't presented here. 77 When Justice Brennan appears
to embrace this compromise, Falk presses more confidently, holding it as "a
very adequate answer to the problem that Mr. Justice Blackmun raised early
on [at oral argument and would again in dissent], which is the problem of
the inadequate defendant and the need of the courts to see that everybody
gets a fair trial. That bridges the gap.",7 8

No fewer than six times do Justices interrupt to remind Falk (1) that
this standby counsel "bridge" was not in his brief for Faretta-to which
Falk answers, "We have not gone that far. I think . . . that's an open
question"; (2) that Falk was "departing from [his] brief, very explicitly-to
which Falk answers, "I'm answering a question candidly that I didn't-
couldn't raise in- ... didn't reach in the brief'; and (3) that Falk indeed is
contradicted by his brief ("You said you're not claiming that.")-to which
Falk retorts carefully, "I'm not claiming it on behalf of this petitioner,
because I don't have to ... he didn't ask for that. I did not-I'm quite sure,
Mr. Justice, I did not disclaim that position because it was in my mind that
the two can be read consistently in that way., 79

This formative ten-minute dialogue on standby counsel as the
acceptable "bridge" between Faretta's autonomy and California's due
process opposites was therefore omitted in Faretta's brief and rule proposed
to the Court. And the untidy solution, worked through during oral

80argument, earns only a hint, in one footnote, in the decision announced by
the Court seven months later. Yet, this mixed and practical solution so
visible in the exchange during oral argument between lawyer and Justices is

75. Faretta trans., supra note 70, at 22.
76. Id.

77. Id.

78. Id. at 24-25.
79. Id. at 25-26.

80. See supra text accompanying nn.75-79; see also Faretta trans., supra note 70, at 27-28
(questioning whether "many lawyers... are willing to act as standby counsel... who only [give]
advice and [do] whatever the man [tells] him," and whether, if so, "standby counsel is the worst of
both worlds.").

81. Faretta v. California, 422 U.S. 806, 834 n.46 (1975).
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82our reality across courtrooms in the United States today.

IV. MAY AN ACCUSED DEMAND THAT FELONY GUILT BE
DECIDED BY PEERS?

The Court in Duncan v. Louisiana83 decided this question in the
affirmative. The Court's decisional answer is that judgment by jury is
fundamental; indeed, it traces to the Magna Carta. 84 Doctrinally, however,
and as urged in dissent, Louisiana was on relatively solid Fourteenth
Amendment footing: Judges can be fair, and generally are so in the United
Kingdom.

85

But working this rationale into constitutional reality proved overtaxing
for Louisiana's Attorney Wolbrette, who began with a rule that "an actual
sentence of six months or less" should not trigger a jury trial right. 86 The
question immediately came: "You must wait and see what the judge gives
him?"

87

Later, the Court asks: "Suppose the judge had given him seven months
•.. instead of two, would your argument be the same?"8 8 "How about five
years, supposing with five years?"

Wolbrette's answer at this point is an abandoned one: "I really could
not answer that Your Honor. I just considered really two years and possibly
three years."

90

Not easing its press, the Court asks, "Suppose it is a capital
offense?" 91 This steady erosion with questions concludes when Wolbrette
affirms, "I do not think [a jury] would be necessary in any case as far as fair
trial is concerned., 92 Louisiana's proposed Fourteenth Amendment rule
against judgment by peers proves unworkable because, in application, it is
revealed never to apply, and this proves to be decisive in the Court's

82. See VOORHEES, supra note 66, at 1-7.

83. 391 U.S. 145 (1968).

84. Id. at 151 &n.16.

85. Compare Transcript of Oral Argument at 44-48, Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 145 (No.
410) (1968) (on file with author) [hereinafter Duncan trans. at __," corresponding to the page of
this transcript] with Duncan, 391 U.S. at 184-89 (Harlan, J., dissenting).

86. Duncan trans., supra note 85, at 25.

87. Id.

88. Id. at 29.

89. Id. at 43.

90. Id.
91. Id. at37.

92. Duncan trans., supra note 85, at 40.
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decision.
93

V. WHEN A DEFENDANT INTENDS TO PLEAD GUILTY,
MUST THE GOVERNMENT DISCLOSE WEAKNESSES
IT MIGHT HAVE PROVING THAT CRIME AT TRIAL?

In its decision in United States v. Ruiz,94 the Court refused to construe
the Due Process Clause as a fairness imperative that the government turn
over "exculpatory impeachment material" prior to a defendant's decision to
plead guilty to a crime.95 The Court's final paragraphs comprise its cost-
benefit analysis, assessing that a new constitutional turnover rule would
significantly interfere with "the efficient administration of justice., 96

Revealingly, two months earlier, during oral argument on April 24,
2002, Solicitor General Theodore Olson structures his entire half hour of
persuasion around consequentialist propositions.97  At the outset, he
predicts that the "inevitable effect" of a pre-guilty turnover rule "would be
to complicate and expose to collateral attack confessions of guilt ... which
account for approximately ninety-five percent of all convictions in the
federal system and to stifle the market for plea bargains, which this Court
has described as an essential component of the administration of justice."98

Elaborating on these purported disadvantages, Olson summarizes his
opposition to the Ninth Circuit's due process preguilty discovery rule as
"both overly broad and underly inclusive,"99 attempting to show that the
rule is flawed because it benefits more persons than it should and, at the
same time, excludes from benefit persons who are deserving. It would be
"over-inclusive" because a purpose to keep innocent persons from pleading
guilty to crimes the government knows they did not commit would blur in
practice, he warns, into a tool that gives guilty defendants "tactical
decisions, the rolling of the dice, with respect to what are the chances of
winning or losing in court."'00

Considering this prediction that a fairness gain for innocents would be

93. See Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 145, 149 (1968) ("The position of Louisiana... is that

the Constitution imposes upon the States no duty to give a jury trial in any criminal case ... .

94. 536 U.S. 622 (2002).

95. Id. at 628-30.

96. United States v. Ruiz, 536 U.S. 622, 631-32 (2002).

97. See Transcript of Oral Argument, United States v. Ruiz, 2002 WL 858930 (No. 01-595)
(U.S. 2002) [hereinafter Ruiz trans. at *_," corresponding to the appropriate page of this
transcript].

98. Ruiz trans., supra note 97, at *3.
99. Id. at *11.

100. Id. at *14-15.
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misused strategically by criminal offenders, Justice Stevens perceptively
probes whether that premise of tactical misuse in fact proves too much and
actually makes a case for due process intervention. Put otherwise, the
government's logic implies that innocents may in fact be entering tactical
guilty pleas:

I'm assuming a case in which the defendant knows he's not
guilty, and nevertheless, there's a risk that, because the odds
are so heavy if you get convicted, you go away for 20 years.
If you have a 16-month plea bargain, you may want to not
take the chance.

°10

Olson's response is as succinct consequentially as it is expansive
legally: "I think that the answer to your question is that this system, no
system is perfect or ever will be perfect, but we do have a panoply of
constitutional rights [protecting innocents]. Thereafter, Olson
catalogues this "panoply" of protections that he contends keeps innocents
from admitting to crimes they did not commit. 10 3 The Court echoes these
protections in its decision: the presence of counsel, the judicial inquiry
process under Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure and
Boykin v. Alabama,10

4 and the statutory discovery that all accused persons
receive. 105

Having set out one half of his consequentialist critique-do not give
defendants who are guilty incentive to gamble at trial-Olson then seeks to
persuade also that "the Ninth Circuit's rule is underinclusive [sic] because if
the defendant really wants to know what the best chances are, what he is
going to want to know is the inculpatory material."' 0 6  This inverted
workability attack against the Ninth Circuit's due process rule draws a
series of quizzical questions from Justice Scalia:

Question: [Y]ou would not want us to adopt a rule that
encourages . . . innocents to more intelligently plead guilty
when they're innocent?

Olson: No. I'm not-

Question: I mean, it seems to me we should do everything to
discourage people who are innocent from pleading guilty.

101. Ruiz trans., supra note 97, at *16.

102. Id. at *16-17.
103. Id. at *20-22.

104. 395 U.S. 238 (1969).

105. United States v. Ruiz, 536 U.S. 622, 629-33 (2002).
106. Ruiz trans., supra note 97, at * 18-19.
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Olson: I-I-

Question: What kind of a legal system is this where we're
going to design our rules to encourage ... innocent people to
plead guilty? It's crazy.107

Olson hastily backs away from his proposition that more rather than
less disclosure would be the only coherent rule. His retreat is that "nothing
in this case ... involves that issue at all. We have a guilty defendant who
has acknowledged under oath [his guilt]-I think it was under oath.
Usually it is .... 10

In his concluding remarks, as well as in his rebuttal conclusion, Olson
pulls together predictions of constitutional harm. A new disclosure rule, he
forecasts, would "create[] problems for the criminal justice system [by]
forc[ing] prosecutors to develop cases and use resources at the defendant's
initiative."' 09 Indeed, if plea discussions were to trigger case file disclosure
and witness identification, Olson predicts, prosecutors will choose not to
plea bargain at all, disadvantaging the overwhelming number of defendants
who seek closure and negotiated leniency!10

Showing also the centrality of consequentialist attempts to convince
the Court about modifications to fundamental criminal justice rules,
Attorney Steven Hubachek for Respondent Ruiz asks the Court to endorse
the Ninth Circuit disclosure rule by describing a bleak, but opposite,
functioning system:

The system that we have now . . . funnels cases into plea
negotiations, and.., it funnels everybody, the guilty and the
innocent, into the same sort of result. Innocent people are
provided the same substantial and legitimate incentives to
plead guilty as guilty people are.'l1

Justice Scalia disagrees immediately:

I object to that. I-I don't think our system ever encourages
or, indeed, even permits an innocent person to plead guilty.
Our rules require the judge to . . . interrogate the person
pleading guilty to make sure that, indeed, the person is guilty.

107. Ruiz trans., supra note 97, at *19-20.

108. Id. at *20.

109. Id. at *23.

110. Id. at *23-24; see also id. at *55 (offering a dire finish to his rebuttal warning, Olson
contends that a new rule "would undermine the plea bargaining system, which is important to the
administration of criminal justice in this country, and affect [sic] the fimality of guilty pleas ....

111. Ruiz trans., supra note 97, at *26.
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There is nothing in our system that encourages or even allows
an innocent person to . . . plead guilty. And I would be
horrified if-if there were something like that." 2

Other Justices indicate disbelief as well, principally along three lines
of doubt. First, they take the Solicitor General's path: Defendant Ruiz
pleaded guilty."13 He is not an innocent wrongly funneled into a false self-
accusation. Second, the Justices press Hubachek until he acknowledges
that he has no knowledge of "an empirical study that shows how many such
[unintelligent] guilty pleas are entered."'"14  And finally, Justice Breyer
elicits also that Hubachek is unaware even of any proposed rule changes
that might indicate a workability problem."5

Packaging the full set of consequentialist fears propounded by the
Solicitor General, the Court poses this declaratory question to Hubachek:

They ["very busy-very busy" prosecutors will] have to look
into their witnesses, get all the evidence together, get the
impeachment stuff, give it to the defendant, and eighty
percent of them or maybe only thirty percent will say, the hell
with this. We'll go to trial . . . .And therefore, we're
transforming this system into something like a European
system where you can't take guilty pleas, and it'd be
somewhere in the middle. That's a major change. And,
anyway, the Constitution doesn't ... require it and it would
work out the worse, they say, for a lot of defendants.116

Not surprisingly, two months later, the Court unanimously rejects the
Ninth Circuit's due process rule engrafting a preguilty disclosure
requirement on law enforcement. 1 7 In doing so, the Court explains legally
that due process disclosure relates to trial fairness.' 8 The Court elaborates
that its retrenchment averts the criminal justice system gone awry warned
against by Solicitor General Olson." 9  That consequentialist choice,

112. Ruiz trans., supra note 97, at *26.
113. Id. at *29 (Ginsburg, J., commenting).
114. Id. at *35.
115. Id. at *41 (Question: "You're asking us to open up the plea bargaining process and

piecemeal to bring in a constitutional rule . . . . It's hard for me to accept that, at least without
knowing more about what are the proposals around in the bar and elsewhere .. " Hubachek
responds: "I can't direct you, Justice Breyer, to any particular rule change proposals that are out
there.").

116. Id. at*30.
117. United States v. Ruiz, 536 U.S. 622, 633 (2002).
118. Id. at 629-30.
119. Id. at 631-32.
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however, can only be understood in the context of the above warnings and
counter-warnings presented by Olson and Hubchek.

More than that, what also is lost when one reads the decision without
reference to the attorney controversy framing the decision is the fear of
innocents funneled into false self-accusations. It may be there is no
empirical basis that this occurs. Yet Justice Scalia's anguish at the solicitor
general's reasoning suggests that discomfort should exist. If guilty
defendants would behave tactically why might not innocents be doing so
already? Indeed, attention back to the frank oral argument interplay
between the solicitor general and the Justices memorializes a concern that is
not heard in the Court's announced decision months later. Before
reassurance about a "panoply" of protection against false self-accusation,
Olson was more restrained: "I think that the answer to your question is that
this system, no system is perfect or ever will be perfect .... 10

A related lesson from going behind the Court's outcome to the
consequentialist arguments given to influence the decision is that each
litigant oversold the criminal justice doom that would result from the other
side's preferred constitutional future. Solicitor General Olson tried to decry
the Ninth Circuit's rule as under-inclusive, prompting astonishment that a
government critique could contemplate more fright and inducement to
innocents who might rationally then opt for guilt.' By contrast, Hubachek
tied his endorsement of the Ninth Circuit's rule to dire circumstances he
could not prove exist. 122

VI. IF YOU PLEA BARGAIN WITH A PROSECUTOR, MAY
THE PROSECUTOR USE YOUR CONFESSION

AGAINST YOU?

On November 2, 1994, Assistant Solicitor General Miguel Estrada
was clear that Congress had answered this question pertaining to statutory
interpretation of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure in the negative.

Like other specialized relevancy rules, Congress wrote its criminal
procedure and evidence rules to make sure that when an accused person
approaches an attorney for the government seeking to resolve charges
through plea bargaining, statements made in those negotiations cannot be

120. Ruiz trans., supra note 97, at *16-17.

121. See supra text accompanying nn. 106-08.
122. See supra text accompanying nn. 111-15.

123. See Transcript of Oral Argument at 2, United States v. Mezzanatto, 1994 WL 757606 (No.
93-1340) (1995) [hereinafter Mezzanatto trans. at *_," corresponding to the appropriate page of
this transcript].
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used against the accused if negotiations break down. 124

According to Estrada, however, this protection can be surrendered. 11
5

The question before the Supreme Court, therefore, was the statutory one of
whether the right to exclude from trial self-accusing admissions made in a
plea bargaining effort is alienable. 126  May the government condition
discussions ab initio on a defendant expressly waiving the right granted by
Congress to encourage free and frequent plea discussions and criminal case
resolutions?

The Court answered the question affirmatively. 127  The criminal
justice rule it selects, therefore, is its interpretation of the statutory right as a
waivable right. 128 In large part, the Court's conclusion is the legal one that
most rights, and even constitutional rights, are presumptively waivable.129

Behind precedent, moreover, is a larger commitment to party autonomy in
American criminal justice. 13 Defendants who wish to negotiate are free not
to negotiate. Most negotiating occurs with counsel, and contract terms
apply-above all binding the government to its benefits and restrictions as
much as defendants. 

131

The Court's decision therefore has legal clarity, but there are three
concurring Justices and two Justices who dissent. The majority of the
Justices' disharmony focuses on what the future will bring. In this regard,
the Justices' divergent worries about our criminal system's future can be
understood only with comprehensive reference back to the two futures
described to the Court at oral argument.

The very first question and answer in the Mezzanatto oral argument
splits off and explains why, three months later, three Justices would concur
rather than join the plurality. The same question and answer, in fact,
animates much of the eventual dissent. Justice Kennedy asks Estrada this
question:

So in your view the Government, as part of its standard
plea bargain form, asks the defendant to waive its-his

124. See FED. R. CRiM. P. 1 l(e)(6); FED. R. EVID. 410.

125. Mezzanatto trans., supra note 123, at *2.

126. United States v. Mezzanatto, 513 U.S. 196, 199 (1995).

127. Id. at 209.

128. Id. at 203-08.

129. Id. at 200-01.

130. Id. at 206 & n.4, 208 & n.5.

131. Id. at 210.
132. United States v. Mezzanatto, 513 U.S. 196, 211 (1995) (Ginsburg, J., concurring, with

O'Connor and Breyer, JJ., joining); id. (Souter, J., dissenting, with Stevens, J., joining).
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right not to have the testimony used in the Government's
case on direct, for all purposes? 33

The actual facts of Mezzanatto's waiver were that he agreed prior to
negotiations that his statements could be used for impeachment were he, at
a subsequent trial, to testify inconsistently with his plea effort statements. 34

But Justice Kennedy asks the government to predict a future one step
beyond: Would the waiver of exclusion be enforced if the government
obtained an agreement to use self-accusing statements in its case-in-
chief?'.

35

Estrada answers yes: "We think that so far as the waivability of the
rule goes, Justice Kennedy, which is really a question about whether the
right is personal, the answer to that is yes." Perhaps presciently, he adds,
"I cannot imagine that any criminal defendant would do so unless he
otherwise intended to plead guilty.' 37

That predictive reassurance was not one the concurring Justices agreed
to accept; rather, their one-paragraph concurrence is hesitant about
Estrada's oral argument reach:

The Court holds that a waiver allowing the Government to impeach
with statements made during plea negotiations is compatible with
Congress' intent to promote plea bargaining. It may be, however, that
a waiver to use such statements in the case in chief would more
severely undermine a defendant's incentive to negotiate, and thereby
inhibit plea bargaining. As the Government has not sought such a
waiver, we do not here explore this question. 138

Similarly, this same first oral argument exchange between lawyer and
Justice about consequences triggers the dissenting viewpoint that

[t]he . . . consequence likely to emerge from today's decision is
the practical certainty that the waiver demanded will in time come
to function as a waiver of trial itself. . . the possibility of trial if
no agreement is reached will be reduced to fantasy. The only
defendant who will not damage himself by even the most
restrained candor will be the one so desperate that he might as

133. Mezzanatto trans., supra note 123, at *2.

134. Mezzanatto, 513 U.S. at 198.

135. Mezzanato trans., supra note 123, at *2.

136. Id.

137. Id.
138. Mezzanatto, 513 U.S. at 211 (Ginsburg, J., concurring).
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well walk into court and enter a naked guilty plea.' 39

Other connections between the litigants' controversy about criminal
justice futures and the Court's decision two and a half months later are only
slightly less obvious. In the framing (and, until recently, less public)

oral argument moment, Estrada and the Justices consider openly the
commercial quality of criminal justice. Plea bargaining is discussed as a
function of market power, where few if any personal rights are not
disposable.14' This blunt consequentialism is muted in the Court's
decision. 142

By contrast, Attorney Lippman for respondent Mezzanatto flounders
not just because of the law and the Court's decisional explanation that
waivability is a pervasive backdrop Congress did not intend to overwrite'4 3

but also because his consquentialist answer to "the lying problem" is not
forward-looking. 144  Lippman stubbornly gives no solution to defendants
like Mezzanatto, who try for leniency with one stor to prosecutors yet then
swear to a different story to a judge and jury. Thus, Lippman, like
Wolbrette in Duncan,146 propounds a criminal justice rule that would work
one-sidedly. Not surprisingly, the Court in its questioning and later in its
decision assails a future system that prosecutors might opt out of. 47

VII. BEFORE POLICE FORCE A HOME ENTRY, MUST THEY
KNOCK?

To knock or not to knock-that was the question in Richards v.•14814

Wisconsin. The Court previously in Wilson v. Arkansas149 had
interpreted the Fourth Amendment requirement of reasonableness to mean

139. Mezzanatto, 513 U.S. at 217-18 (Souter, J., dissenting).
140. See The Oyez Project, www.oyez.org.
141. See Mezzanatto trans., supra note 123, at *8 (Question: "So it's kind of a market situation,

I guess." Estrada: "That's exactly right .. "); id. at *8-9 (Question: "In your judgment, are there
any nondisposable evidence rules, procedure rules, any rules in the criminal process that are not
disposable by the parties?" Estrada: Only rules "for the protection of society ... would be one[s]
that would not be waivable.").

142. See Mezzanatto, 513 U.S. at 209-10 (reassuring that government fair dealing will be
enforced and will occur).

143. See id. at 202-04.
144. Mezzanatto trans., supra note 123, at *13.
145. Id. ("Congress didn't buy it. Congress wasn't blind to the lying problem .....
146. See supra Part IV.

147. Compare Mezzanatto trans., supra note 123, at *10 (Question: "But then the Government
can say, okay, then we don't want to bargain."), with Mezzanatto, 513 U.S. at 207-08 (explaining
that prosecutors "might well decline to enter into cooperation discussions in the first place....

148. 520 U.S. 385, 387 (1997).
149. 514 U.S. 927 (1995).
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that police executing a search warrant must knock and announce
themselves. ° But already in Wilson, workability concerns forced a
modification: Not knocking if it would be dangerous or risk loss of criminal
proof. 

1

Thus, the question before the Court in Richards was whether it is
always dangerous and risky-obviating a knock-and-announce duty-when
the felony being investigated involves narcotics. Narcotics traffickers
often carry weapons and might be expected to dispose of them before
opening a door to police. The Wisconsin Supreme Court held this to be the
case, construing the Fourth Amendment to permit an exception during
felony drug investigations. 

153

Why would the unanimous United States Supreme Court reverse?1 54

The Court's decision highlighted twin impracticalities, explaining that
Wisconsin's rule "overgeneralize[s]" the danger in all drug activities yet is
also under-inclusive of other violent crimes, like armed robbery.1 55 The
over-inclusive consequence is a salient point of emphasis in the rebuttal
argument of Attorney David Karpe, for petitioner Richards:

Justice Ginsburg, [a per se rule] would apply to two college
kids in a dorm room that doesn't even have a toilet that pass a
joint back and forth .... How about the single mother with
six kids who's selling joints out the back door? Would that
apply to her? Do we really want the police crashing in, in
that sort of situation?

156

Similarly, Justice Breyer presses Wisconsin's Attorney General James
Doyle about the problem of an under-inclusive rule:

So if a State could go through its criminal code and sort of
block off every serious crime, there aren't too many
instances, are there, in which it would have to follow the
Wilson v. Arkansas [knock-and-announce] rule . . . . A
murder, for example, or armed bank robbery where people

150. Wilson, 514 U.S. at 936 (1995).

151. Id. at 934-36.

152. Richards v. Wisconsin, 520 U.S. 385, 391-92 (1997).

153. Richards v. Wisconsin, 549 N.W.2d 218, 220 (Wis. 1996).

154. The Court's holding in Richards was that when police have good reason to suspect that a

knock and announcement may be dangerous or lead to the destruction of evidence, an entry
without knocking is permitted. See Richards, 520 U.S. at 394.

155. Id. at 393-94.

156. Transcript of Oral Argument at *40, Richards v. Wisconsin, 1997 WL 143822 (No. 96-

5955) (1997) [hereinafter Richards trans. at *_," corresponding to the appropriate page of this

transcript].
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are injured, and let's try, you know, serious assaults, and we
could go through and find lots of rather serious crimes in a
criminal code.

The Court therefore explores during oral argument the consequences
of adopting Wisconsin's rule and finds it to mis-measure the Fourth
Amendment, misbalancing both liberty and security expectations.

As instructively, but less visible in the decision, the Court during oral
argument also tests and exposes workability problems with Attorney
General Doyle's adversary's proposed Fourth Amendment future. Attorney
Karpe, representing petitioner Richards, pushes the Wilson rule to an
opposite extreme, urging the Court to dispense with police knocks only if
there is reason to believe that drug dealers have armed themselves against
police instead of against each other. 15 The exchange reveals a collapsing
and unworkable criminal justice position:

Question: I'm saying if the application for a warrant indicates
that police have probable cause to believe that the people who
have the drugs also are armed with automatic weapons,
would that justify a no-knock entry?

I. . .

Karpe: No, I don't believe so.

Question: When would it be justified, then?

Karpe: When there would be a particular circumstance that..
threats had been made to other persons, that they had

indicated some sort of intention to violently resist, that-

Question: I see.

Question: These are violent people with automatic weapons,
rather than peaceful people with automatic weapons.
(Laughter.)

Karpe: Justice Scalia, some people collect automatic
weapons. (Laughter.)

Question: And take them to the hotel room when they're in
Wisconsin. (Laughter.)

[...]

Question What about reasonable suspicion of automatic

157. Richards trans., supra note 156, at *34-35.
158. Id. at*19-23.
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weapons? Then that would not be enough in your view?

Karpe: No.

Question: So reasonable suspicion of what?

Karpe: Reasonable suspicion that the occupants in fact have
the weapons, were prone to use them, weren't just collecting
them .... [D]rug dealers do not necessarily have arms to use
against the police but rather to defend against people who

159
might steal from them ....

Other aspects of Karpe's proposed Fourth Amendment rule are also
ill-conceived. He urges a narrow no-knock rule to prevent injuries to
police, but Justice Scalia retorts, "[I]f, indeed, they're getting themselves
killed more often by crashing in, I assume they're not going to crash in. I
don't know why we have to adopt a constitutional rule to protect police
officers from themselves." 60 And, as a final example of rule impracticality,
Karpe's answers during oral argument to the problem of drug disposability
are unconvincing:

Karpe: It's certainly easy enough for the police to turn off the
water so the drugs can['t] [sic] be flushed-

Question: How are they going to turn off-you mean, they're
going to go into the basement of the building and turn the
water-

Question: You must have these fancy new toilets in your
home. Ours has a tank. You can shut off the water. You get

one flush anyway.

(Laughter.)

Question: You've got to try something else.

Karpe: Well, I'm not arguing for the one-flush rule, but...
many toilets in apartments and hotels do not have tanks.
They can be easily flushed off from outside the room. And I
suppose the police could even put a tap on the sewer line so
that the evidence is recovered.

In Richards, therefore, the oral argument exchange exposed
Wisconsin's criminal justice rule to be over-inclusive, ignoring non-violent
college students and mothers sharing marijuana, as well as under-inclusive

159. Richards trans., supra note 156, at *19-23.
160. Id. at "13.

161. Id. at "17-18.
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of criminality like murder. Mindful of these misguided consequences, the
unanimous Supreme Court announced its decision to allow no-knock entries
on a case-by-case basis. 162 And implicit in the decision are Karpe's Fourth
Amendment impracticalities, expecting police to seal off home plumbing
and to knock even when drug dealers are known to be armed with automatic

163
weapons.

VIII. WHAT IS NOT A "SPEEDY" TRIAL UNDER THE SIXTH
AMENDMENT?

The forthright aspect of the Supreme Court's decision interpreting the
Sixth Amendment's Speedy Trial Clause in Barker v. Wingo is the

Court's candor that this criminal justice "right" is "different," vague,"16 6

64 167 ,168"amorphous, '  and "slippery .... As the Court elaborates, these
challenges "necessitate[] a functional analysis of the right .... In turn,
the Court conducts its functional analysis by demonstrating the
unworkability of either litigant-proposed rule before announcing its own
multi-factored rule. 17  This exchange with Attorney James Milliman, for
petitioner Willie Barker, for example, demonstrates why the unanimous
Supreme Court was unwilling to accept Kentucky's proposed demand-
waiver rule that the right to a "speedy" trial is waived unless a defendant
requests a prompt trial:

Question: Well, then, how about the demand-why shouldn't
he have to demand it in order to trigger the right?

Milliman: Your Honor, in the present case [w]e have a man
who was indicted for willful murder. Now, his accomplice
had twice received the death penalty. This put him in the

162. Compare Richards trans., supra note 156, at *17-18 (discussing Karpe's expectation that
police seal off home plumbing), and id. at *19-23 (discussing Karpe's expectation that police
knock even when police know that drug dealers have armed themselves with automatic weapons),
with Richards v. Wisconsin, 520 U.S. 385, 394-95 (1997) (holding that that no-knock entries are
justified when police have reasonable suspicion that knocking and announcing their presence,
under each case's circumstances, would be dangerous or futile).

163. See supra text accompanying nn.158-61.

164. 407 U.S. 514 (1972). The Court's holding in Barker was that a defendant's Sixth
Amendment right to a speedy trial must be assessed on a case-by-case basis, considering the
length and reasons for the delay as well as whether a defendant asserted the speedy trial right and
whether the defendant suffered prejudice from the delay. Id. at 530.

165. Id. at 519.

166. Id. at 521.
167. Id. at 522.

168. Id.
169. Id.
170. Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 541, 522-29 (1972).
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position of, if he has to demand trial to protect his right to a
speedy trial, he is possibly asking for himself-asking the
prosecution to give him the electric chair. The result, if he is

171
successful, is death. This is the grisly choice ....

IX. CONCLUSION

At a general level, this Article urges more focus on the making of

criminal rules during oral argument. The Supreme Court's decisional
answers to criminal justice questions have been a process of persuasion and
choice among rules whose futures were worked over pragmatically in open
exchange with litigant-adversaries. This Article describes more than a half
dozen overarching criminal justice rules and seeks to show that each
decisional answer connects formatively to the proposed answers lawyers
urged and had tested during oral argument. In the specific context of
criminal justice rules, the Court's acknowledgement of consequentialist
concerns is verified as having been significant.

Indeed, making the connection between decision and argument points

to a truth relevant to a broader sweep across our criminal justice system,
and a sweep that includes our system's most defining features. Criminal
justice rules require interpretative choices and any choice by the Court
gains convincing force when any alternative choice has been considered,
tested and shown in open exchange with litigant-proponents to be

unworkable.

This Article's descriptions of this unworkability principle at work are

non-exhaustive. The Article's purpose is to encourage related lawyer-

focused scholarship across our spectrum of announced criminal rules,
including, for example, the exclusionary rule propounded in Mapp v.

Ohio, 17 the requirement of police custodial warnings set forth in Miranda
v. Arizona,1 73 and police stop-and-frisk powers validated in Terry v. Ohio.174

Scholars and critics debate these rules, and the public may deem them
dislikable or inexplicable. This Article, however, makes the claim that with

connective analysis-not only of the decisions announcing these rules, but
also of the testing of alternative rules proposed to the Court during oral
argument-the Court's ultimate choices gain persuasive force and clarity.

As a final illustration toward this scholarly re-direction toward

171. Transcript of Oral Argument at 7, Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514 (No. 71-5255) (1972), in
THE COMPLETE ORAL ARGUMENTS OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES: 1971

TERM (Univ. Publ'ns of Am.).

172. 367 U.S. 643 (1961).

173. 384 U.S. 436 (1966).

174. 392 U.S. 1 (1968).
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litigant-Justice interactions about the consequences of alternative criminal
justice futures, consider the Court's landmark plea bargaining case,
Bordenkircher v. Hayes.175 In a closely divided decision, and one that
remains controversial to this day, the Court held that a defendant's due
process rights are not violated when a prosecutor indicates during plea
bargaining that an accused will be re-indicted on more serious charges if the
accused does not plead guilty as charged. 176 Like the answers explored
earlier, the Court's answer in Bordenkircher-which both frames plea
bargaining across America today and also continues to trouble scholars -

gains explanatory force when one hears Attorney April, for respondent
Hayes, responding to questions by Justices Blackmun and Marshall. 1 8

April acknowledges that his alternative due process ban against such
prosecutorial bargaining would "gain nothing" for defendants in practice
because prosecutors would, as a result of such a ban, charge defendants at
the outset with maximum enhanced charges and bargain down from there-
a "pyrrhic" victory at best. 179 This alternative due process rule that would
induce the government always at the outset to pursue maximum enhanced
charges is revealed to be unworkable. In Bordenkircher, therefore, the
November 9, 1977 oral argument contains an unworkability imperative that
helps explain the Court's January 18, 1978 announced rule giving
substantial charge bargaining latitude to prosecutors which they exercise
today.

Put metaphorically, if the Supreme Court's decision is the moon, oral
argument exchange often contains its dark side not shown.

175. 434 U.S. 357 (1978).

176. Id. at 364-65.
177. Early criticism of Bordenkircher was quick. See, e.g., Note, 13 LoY. U. CHIC. L.J. 1011,

1012 & n.8 (1982) (observing that "The academic community has criticized Bordenkircher v.
Hayes as a poorly reasoned, muddled decision .... "). The early criticism of Bordenkircher has
not abated. See, e.g., Covey, Fixed Justice: Reforming Plea Bargaining with Plea-Based Ceilings,
TUL. L. REv. 1237, 1278 (2008) (observing that "[c]ommentators almost uniformly have
condemned the case").

178. Recording of Oral Argument at 56:23-58:50, Bordenkircher v. Hayes, 434 U.S. 357 (No.
76-1334) (1978), available at http://oyez.org/cases/1970-1979/1977/1977-76_1334.

179. Id.
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